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dilwale dulhaniya le jayenge is a
romantic comedy.the story is set

against the backdrop of the city of
delhi in the early 1990s. amitabh

bachchan, shahrukh khan and kajol
stars in the film. it was one of the

highest grossing bollywood films of
all time, earning a total of over, the
film is about rahul, dhanni's brother,
who leaves his home for a time to

participate in a wrestling contest in
the southern town of badrinath. after

rahul is injured, dhanni's over-
protective mother, dhanni goes to

badrinath to find her brother, and is
shocked at the prejudice her family

faces and the details of a secret deal
by her husband's tribe. meanwhile,
dhanni's mother and brother sense
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something is amiss and want rahul to
come back home. when his family,
family and the tribe meet, a bloody
battle ensues. from delayed release

of kajol's first image shot for the film,
to late reveal of the film's real trailer,

to the late reveal of the film's plot,
the dilwale dulhania le jayenge

release had it all! this was first time
that an indian actor had chosen to

adapt their real name to the title role
of a film and went on to becoming a
follywood superstar! however, the

film itself was not a runaway
success. it was the sequel that made
box office history. all the accolades

in the world and the final score won't
be able to put a number to the

memories raj and preity amassed
during their era together. as the film

enjoys its 20th anniversary, we
decided to bring back all the

moments that would strike a chord
with viewers today. and for those

who are not much familiar with the
plot of the film, we have compiled a

list of the top 5 screenplays of all
time -- from both the original film as

well as its sequel.
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